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both crystal systems. The calcuation assuming monoclinic symmetry
did not converge. The cell parameters obtained from the final least
squares adjustment, assuming tricl inic symmetry, are as follows:
a : 9 . 1 5 * 0 . 0 1  A ,  r : 1 0 . 0 0 + 0 . 0 1  L ,  t : 7 . 2 4 + 0 . 0 2  A ,  o : 9 8 . 6 + 0 . 1 0 ,

B : 9 3 . 6 + 0 . 1 o , . r : 9 3 . 2 + 0 . 1 o ,  V : 6 5 2 + 2  h 3 ,  Z : 2  ( u s i n g  a b o v e  d e -
scribed chemical formula), p.uu:2.465, pmeas: 2.2-2.3. (by Norrish el ol.)

Meta-kingite, which is obtained by dehydrating kingite at 160oC and
gives the same X-ray pattern as that reported by Norris et al., gives
insufficient difiraction spots in the electron diffraction pattern to allow a
similar calculation of unit-cell parameters.

The author would like to acknowledge Drs. K. Norrish and E. W.
Radoslovich, Soils Division (Adelaide), C.S.I.R.O., for the sample, X-
ray data and facil i t ies. The C.D.C. 3600 computer at the Computing
Centre of C.S.I.R.O. and HITAC 5020E computer at the Computing
Centre of University of Tokyo were used.
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THE SYNTHESIS OF CHLORITOID AT LOW PRESSURES
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Arsrnecr

At oxygen fugacities along the Ni-NiO bufier, triclinic chloritoid has been slmthesized
from oxide mixes at water pressures between 8.7 kbar and I kbar and at temperatures be-

tween 650"C and 525oC respectively. The data indicates that the 7 A chlorite assemblage,
previously considered to be the low pressure metastable equivalent of chloritoid, is un-

stable with respect to chloritoid.

The mineral chloritoid, FeAlzSiOs(OH)2, has been the subject of
several experimental studies in recent years. (Halferdahl, 1961, Ganguly
and Newton, 1968). Although it has been described from various ap-
parently low-pressure geological environments, including contact meta-
morphic aureoles, chloritoid has never been successfully synthesized
below pressures of the order of 10 kbar. The lowest pressure of synthesis
reported is at 9.2 kbar and 6500C by Halferdahl (1961).

In previous low pressure studies on chloritoid by Halferdahl and on
iron cordierite (composition: chloritoid*SiOz, Fig. 1) by Schreye:
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(1965) the use of highly reactive oxide mixes resulted in the crystall iza-
tion of relatively less reactive cr1'stall ine phases. At water pressure below
10 kbar, and within the apparent stability field of chloritoid, a 7 A iron
chlorite (chamosite) bearing assemblage was persistent and attempts to
synthesize chloritoid failed. Both workers considered the chamosite
assemblage to be metastable, but were unable to produce any conclusive
data on the relative stabil it ies of chloritoid and the chamosite as-
semblage. In the present study it has been established that the chamosite
assemblage is, in fact, unstable with respect to chloritoid at pressures
from 1 to 10 kbar.

Standard hydrothermal techniques and equipment were used in the
current study. All the experiments were carried out in cold seal bombs,
with the oxygen fugacity controlled by the Ni-NiO buffer. The charge
arrangement was similar to that of Eugster and Wones (1962) and the
starting materials were either oxide mixtures or synthetic crystall ine
phases. Argon was used as the pressure medium at 5.5 kbar and above,
and water at lower pressures.

Data from the present study is shown in Table 1. Identification of
chloritoid was based primarily on X-ray diffraction patterns of the
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Run Starting material
P T Time

(kbar) ('C) (hrs) Productsb

1 Ctd. qtz. het. minor cor. 8.7 675
2 Oxides B.7 650
3 Oxides 8.7 625
4 Ox ides  87  600
5 Oxides 8.7 575
6 Cham. qtz her. cor. minor ctd 8.7 575

229 N'e-anth. qtz. her. cor.
242 Ctd."
185 Ctd. minor qtz. her. cor.
139 Ctd. cham. qtz. her. cor.
267 Cham. qtz. her. cor. minor ctd.
228 Ctd. minor qtz her. cor.

456 Fe-anth. qtz. her. cor.
503 Ctd. minor qtz. her cor.u
200 Cham. qtz. her. cor.
600 Ctd. minor qtz. her. cor.

400 Ctd. cham qtz. her. cor.n
692 Ctd.

2132 Cham. qtz. her. cor.
2489 Fe-Cord.her.  qtz.
2132 Ctd. cham. qtz. her. cor u

7 Ctd. minor qtz. her. cor
8 Oxides
9 Oxides

10 Cham. qtz. her. cor.

11 Oxides
12 Ctd. cham. qtz. her. cor

13 Oxides
14 Cham. qtz. her. cor.
15 Fe-cord. her. qtz

7 650
7 625
7 600
7 f f i O

s.s 600
5 5  6 0 0

1 525
l 550
1 525

" Highest temperature of chloritoid synthesis
b Abbreviations: cham-chamosite: cor-corundum: ctd-chloritoid: fe anth-ferro

anthophyllite: Fe,cord-Fe cordierite: her-hercynite rich spinel: qtz-quartz.

reaction products. The d-spacings and unit cell constants for chloritoid
synthesized at 8.7 kbar and 6500c and at s.5 kbar and 6000c are l isted
in Table 2. The unit cell constants were refined on a triclinic cell using
a least squares cell edge program written by Appleman, Ilandwerker
and Evans (1963).

At water pressures between 8.7 and 5.5 kbar the energy barrier, which
must exist between the "metastable,' chamosite assemblage and the
stable chloritoid was overcome by either increasing the temperature of
the experiments (Runs 2, 3, 4) up to the upper temperature l imit of
chloritoid synthesis, or by increasing the duration of the experiments by
re-running the init ial products at the same temperature (Runs S, 6, g,
10, 11, 12). At 1 kbar water pressure and 525oC runs over 2000 hours
duration failed to yield chloritoid from an oxide mix. rncreasing the
temperature from 5250c to 550oc (Runs 13, t4) was equally unsuccessful
in producing chloritoid due to the appearance of the high temperature
breakdown products iron cordierite, hercynite and quartz. The hercynite
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1 Synthesized at 650oC and 8.7 kbar
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" Listed by Halferdahl (1961) as unique to triciinic polymorph

9 .502+0 .01  A
5.491+0.005 A
9 .185+0 .006  A
96"37', + 4'
101056',+ 6',
89056',+ 3'

9.483 + 0.003
5.538+0.005
9 .174+0 .005
96048'+ 5',
lolo49' + 4'
89o59'+ 3'
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and quartz are considered to be mutually unstable, the equil ibrium high
temperature breakdown assemblage being iron cordierite and hercynite.
It was, however, possible to synthesize chloritoid, mixed with chamosite,
qnartz, hercl 'nite and corundum, b,v taking this high temperature as-
semblage, iron cordierite, hercynite and quartz, and holding it at a
temperature, within the chloritoid stabil ity'f ield (Run 15). The chlori-
toid, chamosite, qtartz, hercynite and corundum assemblage is unstable
and is an intermediate step in the reaction in which chloritoid is the final
s table product .  (Compare wi th Runs 11,  12) .

These results at 1 kbar water pressure are most easily accounted for
by assuming that, within the chloritoid stabil ity f ield, both the iron
cordierite and chamosite bearing assemblages have a lower Gibbs free
energy than the oxide mix but higher than chloritoid. However, from an
oxide mix chloritoid nucleates and grows much more slowly than the
chamosite assemblage, requiring either a temperature close to the upper
stabii ity l imit of chloritoid or long run duration or both to produce
chloritoid. At 1 kbar water pressure the run times to produce chloritoid
from an oxide mix, via the chamosite assemblage, are prohibit ive, but
are of reasonable length starting from the iron cordierite bearing as-
semblage.

I'he synthesis of chloritoid at water pressures as low as 1 kbar, in a
hydrostatic environment, shows conclusively that stress is not a major'
factor affecting chloritoid stabil ity, (Harker, 1932, pp. 147-151) and
serves to emphasize the need for careful experimentation in iron-alumi-
num-sil ica systems, where reaction rates are slow and resultant "meta-
stabil ity" may be common.
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